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A Wee Dram
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A 
bagpiper strolled through the audience during a “Scottish 
Fantasy” concert last fall, accompanying Peter Maxwell Davies’ 
Orkney Wedding , with Sunrise, performed by the full Stamford 
Symphony. It was the climax of a rousing evening of Scottish 

music and drink; the Connecticut audience in  
good spirits even before the show began—roused  
by a pre-concert tasting of rare Scotch whisky. 

The libations began when tartan-kilted symphony 
chairman Alan McIntyre introduced members of 
the Scotch Malt Whisky Society (SMWS), who 
led the tasting of cask-strength malts. The first, 
a 12-year-old from Speyside, had hints of lemon 
sherbet, green apple and spiced wine. “At 115 proof, 
I had to warn people not to drink it neat,” recalls 
McIntyre, a senior managing partner at Accenture, 
and, himself, a member of the SMWS for 20 years. He urged adding water, 
to “open up the flavor, so the alcohol doesn’t dominate.”

The tasting continued with a rich, potent 14-year-old (at 119 proof) 
from the Lowlands redolent of pine, leather, eucalyptus and “sauna-wood,” 
as the label described it. Concert-goers obediently added water. The next 
two drams were even more intense, a 14-year-old from Campbeltown with 
aromas of dried figs, “Iranian carpets,” apricots and sweet coconut, followed 

by a velvety peated Islay malt with strong 
smoky notes. “In whisky circles, these single 
casks are equivalent to Napa cult Cabernets,” 
explains McIntyre.

The society’s rare casks, it turns out, are 
much easier to get your hands on than the 
latest Screaming Eagle release. Anyone can join 
online—just pay your dues—and get on the list. 
The club traces its roots to the 1980s when a 
professor at the University of Edinburgh got 
a group of whisky-loving friends to buy a cask 
together—pretty much the only way, back then, 
to obtain unfiltered, undiluted, cask-strength 
whisky. By the ’90s, they were sourcing casks 
from more than 100 distilleries, and bottling the 
results for what had become a membership club.

Today the SMWS has 25,000 members 
in 18 countries (including 3,000 in the U.S., 
with a substantial contingent right here in 
Connecticut). Its tasting panel organizes 
the casks into 12 different tasting profiles 
(young and spritely, spicy and sweet, deep rich 
and dried fruits, old and dignified, peated). 
Approximately 150 to 200 bottles come from 

every cask. Instead of listing the name of the distillery, the labels sport 
colorful descriptions of the liquid inside. Cask no. 29.180, for example, 
is “an apothecary shop on the shore,” a whisky that tastes like “sooty 
bacon sandwiches, dried rosemary, freshly ironed linen, sizzling steak 

on a campfire and lingering iodine.” The bottles 
range in price from $100 to $300 apiece. 

“Each cask has its own unique flavor that 
you can’t duplicate,” notes Don Evans, another 
longtime member from Connecticut. “The 
personalities of these casks can have more 
complex and subtle flavors than fine wine.”

Membership gives you access, via newsletter, to 
every new cask release. “I gravitate mostly toward 
the sweet, fruity, mellow profiles,” says Evans. 
“Reading those poetic tasting notes and trying to 

detect those flavors has become a game for me and my wife. We’ll have a 
dram before dinner and often another wee dram before bedtime.”

I recently played that tasting game, sampling the latest cask releases, 
including a complex dram with figs, dried fruit and an Oloroso sherry 
finish and a smoky honeyed 20-year-old from Islay (Prince Charles’ 
preferred Scotch locale). They all made me think of one thing—the 
haunting tones of a Highland bagpipe.       —Baroness Sheri de Borchgrave
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